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By permission of C. D. Medley, Esq.
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Fig. 36.—A Nursery Screen, illustrating the Pied Piper of Hamelin. Group Work in Appliqué by Children age 12 to 15.

The colour is very brilliant. The piper in scarlet and yellow, and the blue, green, ochre, and fawn of the backgrounds help to form the colour pattern throughout the scheme.
For the first lesson in making a pattern in this way, the child should realize the rhythm and movement which can result from the arrangement and repetition of the simplest shape. The shape of the section of the potato itself can be used for the first exercise, or, if preferred, it can be cut into a square as shown in the diagram (1).

The surface of the potato is painted with colour, which can be applied with a brush; or the block can be coloured by placing it face down-wards on a felt pad soaked in paint. Powder colour mixed with gum arabic, poster colour, water colour, or any analine dyes, or inks may be used.

Any slightly absorbent paper will take the impressions very well.

Fig. 6.2 a Page 48 of Gibbs, E., The Teaching of Art in Schools (1934).
PATTERN-MAKING

Kitchen paper is excellent, as the thinness of the paper gives a beautiful quality to the printing. The potato-cut (or "block," as it will be called), when painted is placed face downwards at the top left-hand corner of the paper and pressed down firmly with the right thumb. When the block is removed an impression in colour, the shape of the section of the potato, results. The block is again painted and another impression made, exactly on a line with the first and just touching it. After repainting, a third impression is made underneath the first, and touching its lower edge, and so on until the paper is covered, the block being re-painted for each impression. The result will be a clumsy form of

DIAGRAM 3.—Simple rhythm produced by cutting away a simple shape.

Fig. 6.2 b Page 49 of Gibbs. E., The Teaching of Art in Schools (1934).
This Pattern was made with Cut Paper Shapes, and Developed by Painting with a Brush, by Camilla Lander, age 14.

The child translated the pattern into a lino-block pattern in two colours which is reproduced printed on silk, Fig. 64. Size $28\frac{1}{2}'' \times 20''$.

Fig. 6.3 Figure 45 in Gibbs, E., The Teaching of Art in Schools (1934).
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Size of the original linocut, which was made from a painting in colour, 26" x 22".
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The background is fawn furnishing sateen, the pattern is blue, dull red, and green. The masks used for producing the pattern are reproduced on p. 55 (Diag. 8).
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